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125 Creative Journal Writing Ideas And Motivation For SuccessGet this kindle book for $2.99 only!!

Regular Price $4.99 Read on your Mac, PC, Tablet and Smart Phone.A lot of us want to start writing

a Journal. But we still don't. And if you ask people why don't they just do it and write in a journal, the

single most common answer you will get is, "I don't know what to write about". That's probably why

99% of the people who want to write a journal don't actually do that. And that's where this book

comes handy!You will find 125 unusual things you can write about. Just go with one prompt a day

and you will write in your journal everyday for more than 4 months. And once you are done with the

book, you wouldn't need any more inspiration for Journaling ideas. Because after 4 months of

consecutive journal writing, your brain would be on fire. You will be unstoppable! And who knows

you might unleash that book inside you which you have kept there for ages!Reasons You Should

Start Writing A Journal:* Journals help you clear your brain and develop a better connection with

you values, emotions and goals* When your mind is clear you are able to solve problems in a better

way* When you write about issues you never did before you clear understanding about those

issues* You will able to track down your progress if you are consistently writing about it* You are

able to document your struggles, achievements, relationships and lives* When you write your goals

down, you are one step closer to them.There are a million reasons why you must start writing a

journal. If you are stuck with other 99% of the people who say they don't what to write about then

grab this book and let it inspire you write!Downaload Your Copy And Take Action Today!Tags:

Journaling bible, journaling prompts, journaling idea, journaling as a spiritual practice, creative

journaling, journal writing prompts, journal writing ideas, journaling for beginners, journaling basics
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I have been hearing for many different sources recently that journal writing is a great idea. So I

started it and the first few days went off pretty well. But over the past few days I tend to get really

stuck as I have run out of ideas for what I should be writing in my journal. Thank god it occurred to

me that I could get some help online and while searching for journal ideas online I came across this

book. I was delighted to come across such a wide variety of ideas. The book presents you with

almost limitless different things from your life you could be writing about. Many of the ideas are very

smart and interesting. The book is definitely recommended to anyone looking for some spectacular

journal Ideas !

This is a very well written book that would be of interest to anyone who has a passion for writing.

After reading this book I managed to mentally go back in time and dig out all those rewarding

memories I had and put them into writing. This book suits to writers of all levels, beginners to

professionals. I hope the author writes another book on this topic, by which I will for sure buy it.

Definitely recommended!

Tips from this book can be used for either keeping your personal diary or for kind of organizing and

safe keeping your thoughts, ideas and plans before they disappear from ones mind, this is what I

am using my journal for.

Iâ€™ve been having this itch to write and relive old memories by writing for a while now. I found this

book and it literally opened a new perspective on how to relive those memories. This book has

inspired me to become a hobby journal writer and I am very thankful for that. I would definitely

recommend this book.

fantastic book, I was learning new things about how to improve my journaling skills all the way



through! I keep detailed travel journals for every trip I embark on and this book is going to help me

improve upon those journals tremendously!
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